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Marcus Barnard (Numis):  Just one question.  I mean, the thing that drives the DB de-risking market 

is really the handcuffs that link the sponsoring scheme to actually having some obligations to pay its 

pensioners, and I think we’ve seen recently with Tata steel, they’ve got some sort of deal through in the 

restructuring where they’ve watered down those obligations.  I mean, do you think that’s a sign, at 

some point in the future, that a government is going to say, ‘Look, these obligations are just too big,’ 

and let sponsoring companies water down or break those handcuffs? 

David Richardson (JRP Group Deputy CEO):  That’s a very timely question, because actually, the 

Department of Work and Pensions released a big consultation paper earlier this week, which is actually 

seeking to address some of those questions, and I’ll let Tim comment on it in a minute, but essentially, 

I think they recognised those types of concerns that were being aired, and I think they’re trying to, in a 

sense, diminish expectations of changes in that regard.  Tim, do you want to add to that? 

Tim Coulson (Director DB Solutions):  Yes, sure.  I mean, on the example you gave, that’s clearly a 

situation where the likelihood of achieving full benefits for members is remote, and it was actually 

sensible for the trustees to compromise, and take lower benefits with a higher probability of those being 

paid, and ideally not going into the PPF (Pensions Protection Fund)  

David Richardson: So, this is very situation-specific, and I don’t think represents the broader trend.    
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Gordon Aitken (RBC):  You talked about doing some deferreds.  Can you get reinsurance on 

deferreds?  First question.  You talked about current level of strain post-synergy being mid-single 

digits.  I mean, from what the employee benefit consultants are saying, demand would appear to exceed 

supply.  So, are you seeing any signs that, that strain is coming down?  So, the final thing is, that the 

medically underwritten market was growing rapidly as a proportion of the total market, and obviously 

plays in different sizes, but it seems to have stalled a little bit, if you can talk a bit about that, in terms 

of that as a proportion of the total. 

David Richardson:  Yes, okay.  I’ll start off on the first two, Tim, if you speak to the third 

David Richardson:  So, on the strain point, there is a balance there, and I think, everything we’re 

seeing suggests there is good pricing discipline in the market by other participants.  So, it’s delivering 

what we feel are attractive profit margins and attractive return on capital to shareholders.  However, 

and you’re absolutely right, the demand for the solution is much greater than the current available 

supply of capital on insurers balance sheet, but that imbalance between supply and demand cannot 

skew the price too much, because ultimately, the trustees don’t have to transact, in most cases.   

Yet, you will sometimes see, in particular, with mergers or something like that, they will have to 

transact.  So, the clearing price has to make sense relative to the technical provisions for the sponsoring 

scheme, which means that there’s a limit, I think, as to how far that pricing could go.  So, this is an 

automatic stabiliser.  What we’re seeing, and, as I say, we’ll talk more about the financial bit in a 

couple of weeks’ time, but the comments we made on capital market today, on our progress, still 

stands, which is that we see mid-single digit strain as a reasonable expectation, and that it will deliver 

attractive returns on shareholder capital.   

The question on the medically underwritten market, just to give you a bit of context on that.  That 

whole market was created and innovated by what was then Partnership and Just Retirement, and the 

two companies together really developed that from scratch into a very important part of the small to 

medium-sized end of the market.  With the merger between the two companies, there were concerns, as 

you say, would it just come to a halt?  What we’re seeing is, that’s not the case, and it’s evolving.   

So, what we’re seeing now is, we can offer different types of medically underwritten solutions.  Top-

slicing, so, targeting the largest lives is very much alive and well, there are still some transactions that 

go down, not the top-slicing route, but we’ll still do some pre-transaction underwriting.  We also have 

post-transaction underwriting, where we will quote, without medical information, but with an 

agreement that we will then go and underwrite a segment of the members post-transaction if we win it, 

and then we will divide some of the savings between us and the sponsoring company.  Now, to give 

you a sense of that, in 2016 the majority of our new business premium was still medically underwritten.  

It was around 60%, and obviously that fluctuates from period to period, but it does show that it’s still a 

significant component of our proposition.  Tim, do you want to expand on the first question? 

Tim Coulson:  Yes, so, on deferreds, I think your question was about, can we re-insure deferreds.  We 

do have re-insurance on deferreds, but I would emphasise that we, are selective around our pipeline, 

there’s deferreds and there’s deferreds, you know?  You can get a block of deferreds that are average 

age 55 or nearly 60, which is a very different profile, very different type of liability, say, to a 45-year-

old set of deferreds.  So, it’s about being smart, about selecting the transactions that we go for. 
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David Richardson:  I mean, that’s a good point.  There were about 170 transactions in our sub-

segment in 2016.  We do not quote on all of those, but there is a triage process as Tim explained, what 

we look for are the ones that make sense to us, relative to our capacity to write the business. 

Alan Devlin (Barclays):  What’s the capacity for you to transact deals?  Is it capital, or is it the number 

of deals you do, or your access to lifetime mortgages, or just the market itself?   

Then, secondly, you mentioned you allocate the capital tactically between the two divisions.  Is that 

purely just where you’re getting the highest returns?  Would it be mostly capital returns, or is it a bit 

more sophisticated than that?  Just a final question on the risk margin, again, you mentioned the PRA 

comments yesterday.  If the risk margin does disappear, will that just be a bonus for all the businesses 

you’ve written in ’16 and ’17, that is now more profitable, or is there a danger than pricing will re-

adjust before it disappears? 

David Richardson:  Right, okay.  Yes, that’s a good question, actually.  So, I’ll lead off on them, Tim, 

and you can add to my comments as we go along, particularly the one on capacity limits.  On capacity, 

you’ve listed all the core considerations.  You’ve, kind of, answered your own question, really, which 

is that it is a combination of all those you mentioned 

It isn’t a single one answer, but clearly we don’t have limitless amounts of capital.  Therefore, we 

cannot write limitless amounts of business.  We have a strong DB team, but we have not got the 

capacity to quote 170 quotes in a year, frankly, we do try to triage it to those which are most likely to 

win.  Lifetime mortgages, that’s a very strong growing market.  I think there’s a lot of opportunity to 

flex in that market.  Not overnight, there’s a lead time, so, frankly, that is a lower-level constraint than, 

for example, I’d say capital, and the overall mix of business we want to write as a Group.   

On capital allocation, yes, it is.  It’s financially allocating it to the most attractive opportunities.  Two 

key metrics that we focus on are IFRS profit, or margin, and the return on capital, yes.  There’s never 

one metric which is perfect, which is why we look at both of those.  Those are the two that we factor 

into that equation.   

Risk margin, look, I haven’t got a crystal ball.  I think the communication from the PRA is consistent 

with what they said in the past.  They think it’s too interest rate sensitive. They think it needs to be 

reassessed.  I don’t think they’re saying that it’s going to be scrapped.  I think their comments are 

welcomed by the industry, so, just stepping beyond DB, it’s helpful for capital management if you can 

say take that volatility away.  Would it translate into, if you were to reduce the risk margin, would it 

impact pricing?  Possibly, but as I said, it’s not specifically about DB.  There’s a supply and demand 

imbalance there at the moment.  So, again, no crystal ball, but I think you’ve got a counterbalancing 

force there.  Again, I don’t think the PRA are necessarily talking about the risk margin coming down 

significantly, but maybe reducing some of the volatility that we see. 

Tim Coulson:  I’ve just got two small points on the capacity piece.  The capacity is a human capital 

issue, and I’m really referring to the EBCs in fact.  For example, pick any of the big EBCs.  There are 

thousands and thousands of people working there, but they’ve only got a handful of people doing this 

particular type of business.  So, that limits the number of transactions that could come through.  I’ll just 

clarify something that David said.  We certainly haven’t got the human capital capacity to do 170 

transactions a year, but we’ve certainly got the capacity to do 170 quotations.  We do a lot more 
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quotation work and opportunities than the actual number of transactions that write, but that’s because 

we’re filtering. 

Oliver Steel (Deutsche Bank):  Yes, three questions.  So, the DWP (Department of Work and 

Pensions) paper came out 2 days ago.  It was talking about trying to encourage more consolidation at 

the bottom end of the DB market, and I was wondering if those sort of consolidating vehicles they were 

talking about would be a competitor for you, or whether actually you’re not really expecting them to go 

down the de-risking avenue, as it were.   

The second thing is, you gave us the examples of deals in tranches, but what sort of proportion of your 

business, over the last year or two years, has actually been, part of those tranches?  I suppose what I’m 

looking for here is the percentage of your business in any year which might be repeat business.   

Then, the third question is, I’ve, been hearing that there might be new rules coming out from the PRA 

on lifetime mortgages, and the capital around that.  So, any comments you’ve got on that? 

David Richardson:  Okay, I’ll pick up the final question, and Tim, you can handle the first two 

On the PRA review of the LTMs, the consultation paper that they’ve issued, and that’s going through 

due process, which is looking at the valuation of LTMs across the sector, just to give the background 

there.  As ever, I’m not going to predict where the PRA will go on this, but I think, in the past, we’ve 

looked at industry benchmarking of our LTM assumptions, and in that, we were in the top quartile, i.e. 

at the strongest end of the range in terms of the assumptions that we use in our Solvency II balance 

sheet and SCR calculations.  So, I think at least, we go into a process like that in a strong starting 

position, and I’m sure it’s something that we’ll clarify over the coming months. 

Tim Coulson: Okay, so, you asked about the tranching of repeat business.  So, as I said, we’ll be 

selective, about 10% of our business includes some element of deferreds.  We did three buyouts last 

year, so, basically that tells you how much was not tranched.  The rest is all buy-ins, and therefore, by 

definition, is not the entire scheme.  It’s part of the scheme, whether that’s all pensioners or all a part of 

pensioners.  In terms of the repeat business, clearly we’ve done over 100 transactions, and we’ve taken 

the time to ramp that up, but the repeat transactions are approaching 10% of the transactions we’ve 

done.   

Then you asked about the aggregator.  Clearly, it’s a consultation paper at the moment.  I guess, 

potentially it could be a competitor, but I think there are significant challenges to an aggregator coming 

into a form that is a competitor.  I mean, without going into the huge details, the different covenants 

that the sponsors provide, different funding levels, aligning benefits.  There are huge complex issues 

that put barriers to a fully-functioning aggregator, I would say, but it’s difficult 

Eamonn Flanagan (Shore Capital):  David, could you just outline what your reinsurance policy is?  

It, kind of, flips a wee bit.  Do you take all of the bulk business yourself, and it used to be 50% of the 

individual stuff?   

Then, secondly, with regard to the reinsurance you have in place at the moment, is there any of it that is 

fixed, in turn, or does it all run in tandem with the longevity of the schemes? 
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David Richardson: Yes, so, technically, it’s straightforward.  No, it’s full longevity risk transfer over 

the entire lifetime of the reinsured lives.  So, we don’t have any, kind of, tranching like that.  In terms 

of our policy aim, I’d say strategically, we do seek to optimise our reinsurance arrangements.  You 

know, every time you give away some risk, you do hand on a bit of profit.  Reinsurers don’t do it for 

free.  We balance that with the capital efficiency and the boost it gives to our return on capital.  Now, 

what Solvency II has done for that equation at the moment is, it probably encourages you to reinsure 

more, rather than less of longevity risk at least, because not only do you release the SCR, but you also 

release the risk margin, which is a significant component.   

So, we do not chop and change reinsurers.  We have a long, deep relationship with our reinsurers, but 

we do have ongoing discussions with them, and do select the percentage of risk that we hand on to 

them over time, depending on the competitiveness of their pricing, the capital efficiency of it, etc. and 

as I said on the reinsurance slide, on the standard business, it makes sense to increase that up to 75% 

reinsurance.  It gives quite a nice boost to the return on capital.   

Andrew Sinclair (B of A Merrill Lynch):  Firstly, on the asset liability management slide 21, the tail 

on the DB business is somewhat flatter than the GIfL business, I just wanted to work out how that 

shape works, and I just wanted to think how that will affect your in-force profit releases as you move 

more towards the DB business over the next few years.  Secondly, I was just looking at the lifetime 

mortgages again.  Equally, we’ve had some other competitors really push into this market over the last 

year or two, and it sounds like some of them are actively looking to remortgage existing lifetime 

mortgage customers, whether you’re seeing much of that, and what your expectations are? 

David Richardson:  I’m probably not going to go too far on predicting what it’s going to do to our 

profit releases, but I think it’s fair to say, you shouldn’t be anticipating any step change, or significant 

change.  Yes, these divergences between the DB and the GIfL profile liabilities, you know, you’re 

talking about, twenty years or so down the line.  So, it’s a very slow and incremental impact that it has 

on the profit margins.   

In terms of the LTM markets more generally, I’m not going to speak to other companies’ strategies and 

what they’re planning to do in this market, but this is a very strongly-growing market, it was up 34% 

last year. 

Andrew Sinclair (BofA Merrill Lynch:  What are you seeing for your LTM in-force book?  Are you 

seeing that being re-mortgaged away? 

David Richardson:  Yes, first of all, these are all advised processes.  So, I think the customer would 

need to be carefully advised on whether they’re going to go down that route, and they’d need to look at 

the terms that are prevailing in the market, versus what they’ve got today.  We start our products with 

prudent loan-to-value ratios.  Those loan-to-value ratios grow over time, typically if the accumulation 

rates on the LTM are higher than the house price growth rate, okay, because usually the loans aren’t 

serviced. So, what that means is the company may have a headline rate on its LTM for new business, 

which is, you know, ‘x’ percent.  It will probably cost more than ‘x’ percent if they were going to re-

broke something, unless it was every recently written, which would cause its own advice issue.  So, I 

think what I’m trying to say is, it’s a possibility, but we don’t see it as a major risk, and we do have 

early redemption fees and charges which protect us from that risk, as well. 
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Andrew Sinclair:  So, are you able to get any, kind of, quantification of whether you’re seeing 

anything at all in the back book. 

David Richardson:  We’re not seeing anything on the (LTM) back book from recent competition. 

Oliver Steel (Deutsche Bank):  Yes, can I just come back to the reinsurance, your main comment 

there was about the changing of the re-insurance, improving your return on capitals.  So, and, I don’t 

want to stray into the results, but you have just announced an increased expectation in terms of your 

new business margin, the IFSR new business margin, so I’m just wondering whether that has been 

driven by any change in the re-insurance arrangement that you’ve made on new business?  So, 

basically, when you report your IFRS new business margin, we can’t tell whether that’s just an 

acceleration of the profits into the first year, or whether it actually changes the overall profit? 

David Richardson:  Yes, these changes will have negligible impact on the IFRS new business profit.  

They’re really about reducing the new business strain.   

Trevor Moss (Berenberg):  Thank you.  I just have a couple of questions on slides eight and nine, 

actually.  See the Hymans Robertson projection, I think £35 billion per annum between 2018 and 26, 

the right-hand side of the bottom-right.  Do you think there is sufficient capacity, capital capacity at the 

very least  to write that business from 2018 onwards.  Actually, I noted Tim’s comments about EBC 

capacity.  Well, if EBCs are running at full capacity now, what’s it going to be like if the market’s 

expecting to double in a couple of years’ time?  That doesn’t, kind of, work too well for me.  So, that 

was one question.   

The second one, just on the, I suppose it’s related, on slide nine, again it’s a Hymans slide regarding the 

number of FTSE350 schemes to reach self-sufficiency.  I haven’t seen that Hymans report, I’m 

guessing you might know it.  Did they make any projections relating to real yields, or anything, in 

there, or was that just basically an end-of-play, whenever they cover data? 

David Richardson:  Yes, so, thanks for asking a question to clarify.  The £35 billion is kind of an 

average number, because it’s £350bn over ten years.  I don’t expect, standing here today, that it’s going 

to jump to double what we expect it to.  Of course, nothing could change, but that’s not my base case 

expectation.  I think what you’ll see is an acceleration, and the industry finding ways to meet that 

demand, because typically that’s what the insurance industry does.  Where there’s profit opportunity, 

they’ll evolve to meet that.  Your question on EBC capacity is a good one.  Just to build on Tim’s 

comment, my observation here is that the EBCs are getting increasingly professionalised in this 

particular aspect of their advice.  So, whereas five years ago you might have had one or two partners in 

a company working at, probably, different offices, you know, one in Manchester, one in London, who 

would be more ad hoc that they were unearthing these opportunities.  They now have dedicated de-

risking teams, and they can see the business as a potentially interesting source of revenue for them.  So, 

that’s evolving and I think will grow as the insurer capacity grows? 

Tim Coulson:  Yes, so, on the slide, the Hymans graph you’re referring to, we did actually contact 

Hymans to make sure we’d understood that slide correctly.  So, just to be clear, the self-sufficiency is 

the buy-out cost, not technical provisions (TP).  That’s the first thing I need to say.  The y axis is the 

number of schemes, obviously you’re talking about 350 schemes.  It’s actually a pretty complex 

projection, frankly, they’ve made a number of assumptions which they didn’t reveal in detail to us.  

Clearly made assumptions about, effectively, market yields, as you indicated, for the cost of buy-out, 
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but also they’ve made assumptions such as assuming that the contributions schedule from the sponsor 

continues beyond, once they’ve got to TP, may need more than TP to get them to self-sufficiency.  

Clearly, they’re allowing, quite sensibly, for deferreds retiring over time, in that projection, as well.   

So, to answer your precise question, I don’t know the answer to it, but that’s a pretty complex 

projection they’ve done. 

David Richardson:  Essentially they’ve tried to develop a really all in factors that will drive it. Okay, 

any more questions from the room? 

Trevor Moss (Berenberg):  Well, why don’t I go, then?  How has the, I don’t want to say blip, the 

pause in longevity improvement that’s identified in the chart, over the last couple of years, has that 

caused any impact on competitor pricing, as people started to develop longevity pricing according to 

those?  Or, are people taking a pretty cautious view? 

David Richardson:  Obviously, we can’t observe the inputs to our competitors’ pricing.  All we can 

look at is the output, and also it’s imperfect information.  So, the way these transactions work is the 

EBCs will typically not tell you precisely how much you won or lost by, because they’re trying to 

encourage market dynamics and keep competitive tension going forward on future transactions.  My 

observation would be that we’re not seeing any significant change in the clearing price in the market.  

The margins that we’re getting on the deals we win are still attractive.  Now, the new CMI tables will 

get published, actually, in about a month’s time.  Whether that will start impacting pricing, we will see, 

but there are no signs of it at this stage. 

Tim Coulson:  That’s pretty much covered it, I think.  We aren’t seeing any dramatic changes in the 

market price, but it’s very, very difficult to isolate one course for any change, because you don’t know 

what inputs are, but I will say, it is a hot topic of conversation in the market at the moment, and we’ll 

see how it plays out. 

Trevor Moss (Berenberg):  Well, you know the inputs into your pricing.  So, have you made any 

changes to your pricing? 

Tim Coulson:  Well, I’ll let David take that. 

David Richardson:  Fully anticipating our competitors are on the line, you’ll understand I won’t 

answer that question. 

Trevor Moss (Berenberg):  But it’s only one of very many different inputs, David.  I don’t think 

they’ll be able to disaggregate it. 

Gordon Aitken (RBC):  But re-insurers will definitely have adjusted their pricing, and, you know, so 

what’s happening there? 

David Richardson:  Well, the way re-insurance pricing works is, it isn’t real-time pricing.  So we sign 

and agree a treaty with a re-insurer, which automatically covers all treaties that we’ve brought through 

the business, and that will specify what the costs of the re-insurance is going to be.  So, it’s not, kind of, 

up and down in real time, for example, to reflect factors like that.  That will factor into negotiations, as 
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you review re-insurance arrangements, but, again, it’s not something that just flows automatically 

through. 

Gordon Aitken (RBC):  How often do you renew your re-insurance agreement? 

David Richardson:  We look at them very regularly.  We don’t have a set time, because it will depend 

on how we feel the value for money from each treaty looks - it will depend on the discussions we’re 

having with re-insurers and their appetite, which does vary over time.  So, you may have a re-insurer 

who’s trying to get into a new area, that could be quite interesting.  We don’t chop and change 

regularly.   

Oliver Steel (Deutsche Bank:) What are the other employee benefits consultants projecting, going 

forwards?  I think there’s been a trend amongst those who haven’t been quite so successful in the space 

to put out higher and higher projections, one year, five years, ten years ahead.  So, I’m just wondering 

whether that £350 billion over ten years is the very highest you could find, and whether there’s a more 

reasonable rate. 

David Richardson:  So, feel free to answer Tim.  The reason we chose Hymans Robertson is because 

it was actually a very thorough report.  We also used our segmentation of the market as well, you saw 

that in the competitive position slide.  They probably gave the most, I would say, scientific approach to 

a multi-year projection.  We’re trying to be helpful here, you know, you go and try and call the market 

up in the next twelve months, you’re going to be in the lap of the gods to a certain extent, but what this 

is trying to show is what happens over a ten-year period, very useful for that regard.  In terms of other 

projections from the other EBCs that have come out Tim. 

Tim Coulson:  Yes, the only thing I would say, really, is clearly projecting the future is very difficult, 

but all of the EBCs, the thrust is in the same direction about.  So, nobody’s saying this is going to 

stagnate, or whatever.  So, it’s just a question of how quickly it’s going to grow, dependant on a whole 

number of factors that could affect that. 

Gordon Aitken (RBC):  Towers Watson had £30bn this year. 

Oliver Steel (Deutsche Bank):  And, they did nothing. 

David Richardson:  So it’s not the most optimistic, that’s £30bn this year.  Not, kind of, gradually 

going up. 

Oliver Steel (Deutsche Bank): LCP were £15bn. 

David Richardson:  There was one other, it was Marcus, wasn’t it?  Yes, so last question, Marcus. 

Marcus Barnard (Numis):  Yes, can you just say how your IP helps in quoting, because it’s not 

something you really mentioned all that much.  I mean, you certainly mentioned it in terms of getting 

better re-insurance rates, but I just wondered how IP helps in, clearly, the medical enhanced, or medical 

top-slicing deals, it probably helps, but, I guess say a bit about that? 

David Richardson:  Yes, Tim can expand on the two-case studies that we shared, both of which 

involved medical underwriting.  So, what we’ll typically do, Marcus, is if we’re looking at a top-slice 
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transaction, so that is the largest lives by liabilities within the pension scheme, those will very regularly 

be medically underwritten.  That’s something where our IP gives us, we believe, a significant 

advantage.  Also on smaller schemes or, more importantly, smaller transactions, by member count, 

that’s where the IP can make a big difference.  We will typically not, on those cases, underwrite every 

life.  We might pick, say, the top 20% by size, would count for 70, 80% of the liability, and we’ll 

medically underwrite those.  Again, it feeds into better risk selection, more accurate pricing, and gives 

us a competitive edge, you’re getting the right risks at the right price. 

Tim Coulson:  I’d just add on the top-slicing, the reason that it’s so powerful is that, the top-slice is the 

largest liabilities.  These are the people with big pensions, obviously, but living in super good 

postcodes.  These are your longest-lived group in society, typically.  By the way, they often have the 

youngest spouses, and so forth.  Just look at the data!  The thing is, therefore, the traditional pricing 

approach will tend to err on the side of prudency for those, because you’re uncertain about the health 

status.  However, by underwriting them, you probably find out they’re healthy.  Well, then, that’s great, 

you have less risk now because you’re more certain, you expected to find something, you did, but 

you’re more certain of it.  But if they are ill, less likely they’re going to be ill, or smokers, or whatever 

it is, but if they are, there’s a significant saving from that, and that’s the basic power of it. 

David Richardson:  Great.  Well, again, thank you to everyone involved.  Thank you for coming here 

today.  We will be around here for another 30 minutes if you want to catch up informally, but thank 

you for your time. 
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